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ABSTRACT
Variability modelling with feature models is one key technique to
specify the problem space of Software Product Lines. To allow
for the automatic derivation of a product instance based on a given
variant configuration, a mapping between features in the problem
space and their realisations in the solution space is required. In this
paper we present an approach to define a mapping of features to
model fragments specifying the feature realisations. We differentiate collaborative and aspectual features and show how these feature
types are supported by a modelling-language independent infrastructure which separates the mapping information and stores it in a
dedicated mapping model.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Design Tools and Techniques]: Computer-aided software
engineering (CASE); D.2.2 [Design Tools and Techniques]: Object-oriented design methods

General Terms

the realisation of features is part of the solution space. To instantiate products from a product line, feature realisations in the solution
space have to be included according to the presence of the features in a variant model that is an instance of a feature model. To
support this transition from problem space to solution space in an
automated way, a mapping from features to software artefacts that
realise the features is needed. We differentiate two types of features: features that have realisations connected to specific points in
the core and features that add duplicated artefacts scattered across
various points in an aspectual manner. An approach to map features to software artefacts has to provide a means for mapping both
types of features to their realisation in a concise way.
In this paper we present our work on mapping features of the abovementioned different types from feature models to software artefacts. We provide a feasible approach to bridge the gap between
variability modelling and solution modelling that supports features
that cross-cut a software system in different ways. This mapping
describes how and where specific artefacts are included in the solution models to realise features from feature models.

Design, Languages
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Variability modelling is used to express common and variable parts
within Product Line Engineering (PLE) and to explicitly define
constraints between different variable parts—so-called features. It
abstracts from concrete feature realisation through feature models
which is a powerful notion to handle the increased complexity in
PLE.
However, to build concrete products from a product line, features
have to be realised using software artefacts shared across the product line. While variability modelling resides in the problem space,

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce
the different feature types and give examples for each of them. In
Section 3 we present our approach for mapping features to models
which is based on a metamodel for expressing such mappings. The
paper concludes with a discussion of related work and a summary.

2.

FEATURE TYPES

In our work we differentiate two feature types: collaborative features and aspectual features. The first we call collaborative features, because their realisation describes a self-contained set of
artefacts which are woven at predefined places to the core to add a
specific increment in collaborative functionality. The latter we call
aspectual features due to their quantifying nature [8] where the feature realisation can be applied to the core multiple times based on a
pattern over the core. There is no explicit distinction between them
when modelling the problem space, but they differ in the means
used for their realization in the solution space.
The distinction between different feature types is mainly based on
recent research done by Apel et al. [1] where a classification of
cross-cutting concerns into heterogeneous cross-cuts and homogeneous cross-cuts is presented. A heterogeneous cross-cut extends
multiple points in the core—each with a different extension. A homogeneous cross-cut extends a core at multiple points by adding
the same extension to each of them.
To exemplify our ideas we developed a small example that is based

Figure 1: The core model of the time sheet application

Figure 3: The core of the time sheet application with the optional feature Jobs

on a simple time sheet application. A time sheet is used to collect
the amount of a worker’s time spent on her job. Our initial implementation allows for collecting time intervals for specific workers.
Figure 1 depicts a class model for the core application.

Core

A TimeSheetApp manages different Workers where each of
them is associated with Intervals that capture the time spent on
the Worker’s job.

2.1 Collaborative Features
Collaborative features have realisations that describe a heterogeneous cross-cut by means of a collaboration. There are specific
points in the core that can be localized to connect the artefacts realising a feature. Figure 2 depicts the relationship between feature
artefacts and points in the core.
An example of a collaborative feature is the ability to manage different jobs for each worker in our time sheet application as shown
in Figure 3. Realisation artefacts are added to specific points of the
core, as highlighted by the circles. To realise the Job feature the
Job class is introduced and associated at two specific points with
the core artefacts Worker and Interval to replace their direct
composition.

Core

Feature

Figure 2: A collaborative feature that is connected to specific
localized points in the core.

2.2

Aspectual Features

Aspectual features are used whenever behaviour or structure needs
to be applied to the core multiple times. They describe homogeneous cross-cuts in the sense of Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) [13]. Normally, the specific points in the core
where the feature should be applied are not known at modelling
time. Therefore aspect-oriented techniques for quantification of

Feature

Figure 4: An aspectual feature that is distributed to various
points in the core.

the aspectual feature are used to apply the feature artefacts at all
points in the core that are captured by a pattern that describes the
structure of the points of interest (cf. to the notion of pointcuts in
AOSD). An aspectual feature has a one-to-many relationship to the
core, because the whole feature realisation is distributed over the
core and connected at possibly multiple points (see Figure 4).
An example aspectual feature is adding authentication to the time
sheet application. This requires the worker to login before performing any of the CRUD operations (create, read, update and delete).
Since this is difficult to express by static modelling we introduce a
state chart that describes the dynamic behaviour of the CRUD operations related to the Interval business object. Figure 5 shows
the state chart without authentication, where different states and
transitions related to interval management of the time sheet application are depicted. The states that change the interval data by CRUD
operations can be reached from the Manage Timesheet state without authentication. Figure 6 shows the state chart after enabling
the aspectual authentication feature. Artefacts added to the core to
realise the aspectual feature are shown in red. To realise authentication every transition in the core which is associated with a CRUD
operation is augmented by a Choice state: The CRUD operation
is only executed if the current user has authenticated (auth ==
true), otherwise she is redirected to a Login state. We introduce
graph-rewrite rules that are used to specify the necessary changes
to the core in Section 3.2.

3.

MAPPING FEATURES TO MODELS

Variability modelling with feature models [5, 12] is used to express
the variability of features within a product line. In our work we aim
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At modelling time the mapping information is used by the plug-in
to allow for an interactive adaptation of the solution space in accordance to the feature selection (cf. Figure 1 and Figure 3). Thus, it
supports the logical separation of feature realisations from the core
as a distinct set of changes applied to a model, but still allows to
build views on the combined models. In a further step, the mapping
information can be used for automatic product instantiation based
on a given variant model.
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Figure 5: A state-chart model of the time sheet application.
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3.1

Mapping Collaborative Features

As described in Section 2, collaborative features affect specific
unique points in the core that can be localised at modelling time.
Our solution allows to model the artefacts that realise a feature directly onto the core models and provides means to derive the corresponding mapping information automatically. The core models
consist of all mandatory features that have to be modelled initially.
To realise an optional collaborative feature the user first chooses
a specific feature from the feature model and then adapts the core
models with all artefacts that are realising the feature. The plugin provides means to record all changes made to a model while
modelling a specific collaborative feature. The change tracking is
implemented on top of EMF and is therefore completely language
independent. With respect to the relationships found between artefacts of modelling languages (to-one, to-n) we distinguish the following atomic change types in the mapping model:

finish
[auth == true]
/ read

Confirm Remove

[auth == false ]
[auth == false ]
login [password .correct () == false ]
Login
login [password .correct () == true] / auth = true;

Figure 6: The state-chart model of the time sheet application
with the aspectual feature Authentification

at bridging the gap between feature models and solution models to
enable the usage of feature models within a Model-Driven Software
Development (MDSD) [20] process. We designed a metamodel for
expressing generic mappings from features to their realisations that
supports both features with heterogeneous cross-cuts and homogeneous cross-cuts. We offer different means to realise the two feature types. This is motivated by previous work that showed that although collaborations can be realised by aspect-oriented techniques
it is often not the most convenient way to do so [14].
We developed a plug-in for the Eclipse Platform [17] that supports
this mapping. It is based on the Eclipse Modelling Framework
(EMF) [4] that provides the Ecore metamodelling language which
is used to specify the abstract syntax for arbitrary modelling languages. Thus, the modelling of the solution space is not bound
to any concrete language and existing EMF-based modelling tools
(e.g. TOPCASED [18]) can easily be integrated. Our generic mapping model connects features from the problem space—expressed
by a feature model based on the feature metamodel developed by
the feasiPLe consortium [7]— with changes on artefacts of the solution space. Since these changes reflect the Ecore-based language
specifications they preserve the well-formedness of solution space

Add An add change adds a set of distinct artefacts of the same type
to a specific point that can be bound multiple times with the
given artefact type.
Remove A remove change removes a set of distinct artefacts of the
same type from a specific point that can be bound multiple
times with the given artefact type.
Update An update change links an artefact to a specific point that
can only be bound once with the given artefact type.
After modelling, the mapping model connects every collaborative
feature with the set of changes which were applied to the core.

3.2

Mapping Aspectual Features

In contrast to collaborative features, aspectual features can not be
modelled directly onto the core without duplicating the artefacts,
since the individual points in the core where the artefacts of the
feature realisation need to be connected are not unique. Therefore,
we provide means to specify patterns that describe this points in
the core. When the pattern is matched, the artefacts that realise the
feature are connected to the matched points. This way, the patterns
can be evaluated at product instantiation and modelling time which
resolves the redundant duplication of the associated artefacts during
modelling the product line.
Previous work [2, 11] shows that graph-rewrite systems can construct aspect weavers and explains the analogy between pointcuts
and patterns in graph-rewrite rules (left-hand sides, LHS), and between advice and right-hand sides (RHS) of graph-rewrite rules.
Since this technique is very powerful and language independent we
use graph-rewrite rules to modularise the realisation of aspectual
features and to describe the patterns that describe where to apply
the feature realisation.

Figure 7: Specification of the graph-rewrite rule for the realisation of the aspectual authentication feature (using the Tiger EMF
Transformation Project shown on the right and our Eclipse plug-in shown on the left).

Figure 7 depicts the FeatureMapping plug-in. It provides a FeatureModellerView which is used during modelling time to select
the feature which is about to be realised and to build views on combined solution models respecting the variability constraints of the
feature model. For product configuration it supports the specification of complete and valid variant models. To realise the aspectual
feature from Section 2, Authentication is selected in the FeatureModellerView and associated though the mapping model with the
graph-rewrite rule shown on the right. The rule’s LHS describes
a pattern of state chart artefacts to identify the points in the core
which are to be augmented by artefacts of the authentication feature. Therefore, it searches for Transitions (1) associated with
an Activity that performs a CRUD operation (2). Additionally,
the source State (3), the target State (4), and the containing Region (5) of the Transition are matched. To redirect
non-authenticated users the LHS-pattern also refers to the State
Login (6) which have to be contained in the Region. Every match
of this pattern is adapted by the RHS of the rule: The matched
Transition (denoted by the same colour of both nodes) is redirected to the newly introduced Pseudostate Choice. This state
is the source of two Transitions which are associated with
guard Constraints to check the authentication status of the
user. If the user is authenticated the Transition loggedIn is
selected which executes the CRUD operation and leads to the original target State. Otherwise the Transition notLoggedIn
redirects the user to the State Login. To avoid a repeated replacement of the same CRUD transition the negative application
condition (NAC) already authenticated is used which prohibits the
adaptation of Activitys that are associated with a Transi-

tion named loggedIn.
In our plug-in we use the graph-rewrite system Tiger EMF Transformation Project [19] which is a framework for in-place EMF
transformations based on graph transformation. It supports the definition of graph-rewrite rules on arbitrary EMF-based metamodels
and uses AGG [15, 16] as GRS.

4.

RELATED WORK

In general two approaches to map between features and realisation
artefacts can be distinguished: the additive and the subtractive approach [10].
In [6] Czarnecki et al. present a subtractive approach, where a
monolithic model of the product’s solution space is specified. Entities of this model are annotated with presence conditions that refer
to features from the problem space. Presence conditions involve
several constructs such as checks of a feature’s presence/absence in
the configuration. If a presence condition is evaluated to false
the corresponding model entities are removed from the model, else
they remain. Thus, the selected features in a variant drive the specialisation of the monolithic solution space model in a subtractive
manner. For realistic scenarios the monolithic model gets very
complex and hard to understand, because it contains the realisation
of all features and gets polluted with lots of presence conditions.
Additionally, the realisations of features which cross-cut the solution space gets scattered over the whole model and are therefore
hard to recognise. In our work we focused on resolving these issues
by externalising the mapping information to a dedicated mapping

model that allows for building dynamic views on the model and by
supporting the explicit definition of aspectual features.
In [3] Avila-García et al. present an approach that extends the work
of Czarnecki with a Domain-Specific Transformation language for
transforming model templates based on a given feature model.
In [11] we present an additive approach where the realisation for
each feature—collaborative or aspectual—is modelled separately
in an independent fragment. We use graph-rewrite rules to weave
them into the core architecture. Consequently, it is necessary to introduce links or pointcut expressions to identify the weaving points.
The mapping between features and their realisations is implicitly
encoded in the rewrite rules. This reduces the cognitive gap between features and realisation artefacts by modularising the solution space. The architectural design is not polluted with presence
conditions which refer to the feature model leading to concise models and a clean separation of problem and solution space. Unfortunately, the strict decomposition makes it hard to analyse the interaction and dependencies between artefacts that belong to different
features. The work presented in this paper tries to overcome the
abovementioned shortcomings by allowing views on the solution
space according to a specific variant model and by offering a more
natural way of modelling collaborative features.
XWeave [10] is another approach to weave aspect models for both
heterogeneous and homogeneous cross-cuts to a core model and,
thus, shares the drawbacks of [11]. It is motivated by the realisation
of features in PLE by distinct aspect models but in contrast to the
work presented in this paper, it does not allow for feature-model
driven building of views during product-line modelling.

5.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we motivated the distinction of aspectual and collaborative features to allow for a concise and modular specification of feature realisations in the solution space. We presented
our language-independent approach which allows for mapping both
feature types to arbitrary realisation artefacts in the solution space
and separates mapping information in a dedicated mapping model
by means of an Eclipse plug-in. Furthermore, we discussed how an
interactive evaluation of the mappings during modelling time helps
to analyse the interaction and dependencies between artefacts that
belong to different features and motivated the importance of the
mapping model for product instantiation.
In our future work we would like to investigate the performancewise limitations we noticed while working with AGG which is also
confirmed by the performance comparison presented in [9]. Exchanging the GRS we used in our work would also require us to
extend an existing system with support for arbitrary EMF-based
languages which is a very promising goal.
We will address interactions between feature realisations which
strongly influence the product instantiation. These interactions can
be determined through an analysis of feature realisations and mapping information. Hence, we aim to extend our mapping approach
to automatically identify interacting features and provide means to
resolve interaction problems for using the mapping models in an
automated product instantiation process.
Additionally, we want to use our approach in a case study to validate the completeness of the classification into collaborative and
aspectual features and to show the scalability of the mapping.
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